Single-step process to produce surface-functionalized polymeric nanoparticles.
Nanoparticles (NPs) are a versatile medium for the localization of therapeutics to tumors and for cellular and tissue imaging. The ability to impart targeting capability or enhance cellular uptake is dependent in part on the presentation of relevant surface functionality, among other design parameters. Currently, the production of functionalized polymeric NPs requires the a priori synthesis of polymers bearing such functionality. Here we describe a process to produce functionalized polymeric NPs derived from nonfunctional polymers in a single step. This was achieved by tailoring the solvation of the polymer using a binary solvent system such that the addition of an aqueous phase rich in water-soluble polymer or polyelectrolytes results in the formation of NPs with the concomitant functionalization of NP surfaces with the polymeric moieties introduced into the aqueous phase. This strategy also allows for easy control over NP size independent of surface functionality. We have demonstrated that poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) NPs bearing surface functionality as diverse as biological polysaccharides such as heparin, water-soluble ionic polymers, and poly(ethylene glycol) can be prepared under identical conditions in a single step, with surface coverage (mass %) ranging from 3 to >70%. We expect this novel process to enable complex surface engineering of NP chemistry that hitherto was impossible using existing approaches.